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Monroe Residents Once Again Urged to "Pick Up the Phone!" to Support Largest-Ever
Survey on Neighborhood-Level Quality of Life, Health, and Happiness Survey

TOWN OF MONROE, CT (April 23, 2018)
How happy are you? Have you seen a dentist lately? Are your local government officials
responsive? These are just a few of the questions being asked by friendly survey-takers helping
DataHaven and dozens of leading community and charitable groups throughout Connecticut to
complete what is believed to be the largest neighborhood-level well-being survey in the United
States. A record number of participants will pick up the phone - over 15,000 - by the time the
2018 Community Wellbeing Survey is complete.
“These surveys are important in helping us to identify and develop plans to promote greater
health and well-being in Monroe. They exemplify how residents actually feel about their
community” says Nancy Brault, Director of Health.
DataHaven, the nonprofit group leading the collection and study of neighborhood-level public
data on key social and economic indicators, announced the first statewide Community Wellbeing
Survey in 2015. The 2018 Community Wellbeing Survey will allow unprecedented tracking of
regional and local trends over the past three years, as well as create an even more in-depth
portrait of Connecticut’s neighborhoods, when updated results are shared this fall.
After seeing the impact of the 2015 survey results, over 75 of Connecticut's leading hospitals,
government agencies, and charitable organizations have decided, once again, to support the 2018
Community Wellbeing Survey. Supporters joining DataHaven include regional community
foundations, United Ways, and health care providers located in Hartford, New Haven,
Bridgeport, Stamford, Waterbury, Norwalk, Danbury, New Britain, Greenwich, Meriden,
Monroe, Middletown, New London, Derby, and other cities and towns.
Residents throughout Connecticut and several areas of New York State will receive survey
phone calls from survey-takers at the Siena College Research Institute - generally appearing as a
203 or 518 area code - beginning this month. Surveys will continue this spring and summer.
First Selectman Ken Kellogg encourages residents to participate in the survey. “Citizens can help
us learn more about the needs of our community, and tell us what you want to see to promote
greater happiness and well-being in Monroe by answering the call and sharing their opinions."
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